Geometry	Chapter 8

Lesson 8-6

Example 1  Use the Law of Sines
a.	Find b. Round to the nearest tenth.	file_0.png
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	Use the Law of Sines to write a proportion.
	A,a)	= B,b)	Law of Sines
	°,8)	= °,b)	mA = 42, a = 8, mB = 75
	b sin 42°	= 8 sin 75°	Cross products
	b	= °,sin 42°)	Divide each side by sin 42°.
	b	≈ 11.5	Use a calculator.

b.	Find mZ to the nearest degree in XYZ if y = 24, z = 21, and  mY = 108.
	Write a proportion relating Y, Z, y, and z.
	Y,y)	= Z,z)	Law of Sines
	108,24)	= Z,21)	mY = 108, y = 24, z = 21
	21 sin 108	= 24 sin Z	Cross products
	21 sin 108,24)	= sin Z	Divide each side by 24.
	sin-1 ﴾21 sin 108,24)﴿	= Z	Solve for Z.
	56°	 Z	Use a calculator.
	So, mZ  56.


Example 2  Solve Triangles
a.	Solve XYZ if mX = 39, mY = 88, and y = 7.	file_2.png
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Round angle measures to the nearest degree and
side measures to the nearest tenth.

We know the measures of two angles of the triangle. 
	Use the Angle Sum Theorem to find mZ.
	mX + mY + mZ	= 180	Angle Sum Theorem
	39 + 88 + mZ	= 180	mA = 39, mB = 88
	127 + mZ	= 180	Add.
	mZ	= 53	Subtract 127 from each side.
	Since we know mY and y, use proportions involving Y,y) .



To find x:

To find z:

	Y,y)	= X,x)
Law of Sines
	Y,y)	= Z,z)

	88,7)	= 9,x)
Substitute.
	88,7)	= 53°,z)

	x sin 88	= 7 sin 39
Cross products
	z sin 88	= 7 sin 53

	x	= 7 sin 39,sin 88)
Divide each side by sin 88.
	z	= 7 sin 53,sin 88)

	x	 4.4
Use a calculator.
	z	 5.6
	Therefore, mZ = 100, x  4.4, and z  5.6.

b.	Solve XYZ if mZ = 66, y = 32, and z = 44. Round angle measures to the nearest degree and side measures to the nearest tenth.
	We know the measures of two sides and an angle opposite one of the sides.
	Y,y)	= Z,z)	Law of Sines
	Y,32)	= 66,44)	mZ = 66, y = 32, and z = 44
	44 sin Y	= 32 sin 66	Cross products
	sin Y	= 32 sin 66,44)	Divide each side by 44.
	Y	= sin-1 ﴾,44)﴿	Solve for Y.
	Y	≈ 42	Use a calculator.

	mX + mY + mZ	= 180	Angle Sum Theorem
	mX + 42 + 66	≈ 180	mY ≈ 42 and mZ = 66
	mX + 108	≈ 180	Add.
	mX	≈ 72	Subtract 108 from each side.

	X,x)	= Z,z)	Law of Sines
	72,x)	≈ ,44)	mX ≈ 72, mZ = 66, and Z = 44
	44 sin 72	≈ x sin 66	Cross products
	44 sin 72,sin 66)	≈ x	Divide each side by sin 66.
	45.8	≈ x	Use a calculator.

	Therefore, mX ≈ 72, mY ≈ 42, and x ≈ 45.8.

Example 3  Indirect Measurement
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The 35-foot flagpole in front of the Stevenson Library stands on a uniformly sloped mound. When the angle of elevation of the sun is 37.2°, the shadow of the flagpole ends at the base of the mound. If the mound rises at an angle of 6.7°, find the length of the shadow to the nearest tenth of a foot.
Draw a diagram.	
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. Then find mBAC and mABC.
	mBAC + mCAD	= mBAD
	mBAC + 6.7	= 37.2
	mBAC	= 30.5

	mABC + mBAD + mADB	= 180
	mABC + 37.2 + 90	= 180
	mABC	= 52.8

Since you know the measures of two angles of ABC, mABC and mBAC, and the length of a side opposite one of the angles (file_9.unknown
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 is opposite BAC) you can use the Law of Sines to find the length of the shadow, file_10.unknown
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	AC,sin ABC)	= BC,sin BAC)	Law of Sines
	AC,sin 52.8°)	= °)	mABC = 52.8, BC = 35, mBAC = 30.5
	AC sin 30.5°	= 35 sin 52.8°	Cross products
	AC	= 2.8°,sin 30.5°)	Divide each side by sin 30.5°.
	AC	≈ 54.9

The shadow is about 54.9 feet long.

